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Gail M. Epping, Director of Education, Aldo Leopold Nature Center

Former Middle School Teacher in Milwaukee and Mount Horeb, WI

phone  number  608 221-0495

email   gepping@naturenet.com

 

What interested you in developing a partnership with the CLC and how did you get started?

While in college I worked at an After School in Madison and thought it was a wonderful opportunity for kids and parents.  While working

in inner city Milwaukee, I wished that the kids there had similar opportunities because it was so needed! 

 

I also developed a program for an adolescent alcohol and drug center that focused on environmental education – stewardship,

pollution prevention, respect, awareness, etc…. and I was awed at how kids from that background responded to the program.  At first

they were fearful of nature and then once aware were able to draw parallel’s between their own lives and the environment.  For

example – they understood what it can do to somebody if they didn’t receive respect and related to the same reaction of the ecosystem

if it isn’t respected.  We tied in math, science, social studies, language arts, and lifelong learning. 

 

When taking the position at the Nature Center, I immediately knew that the after school hours here were underutilized and that it would

make perfect sense to find ways to get kids here after school.  I first started with the scouts and other community organizations, but

then learned of the Madison After School Programs and began working first with one of the CLC Specialists and then eventually with

the Program Supervisor.

 

How do you see the partnership benefiting your organization?

We not only get exposure with the kids, but also with their parents.  Most importantly, it assists us in our mission to “teach a love and

respect for the land in the spirit of Aldo Leopold.”  I see these kids here with their parents on weekends, but more importantly, I hope to

see the kids here in the future with their kids!

 

·	visibility

·	provides steady work for our staff
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·	opportunity to validate our programs with the schools

·	reliable partnership

·	nurture future land stewards

 

 

What works well?

The consistent weekly schedules allow us to better plan for a truly integrated program.  Having the same kids coming back, although

not necessary, is an asset that allows the program to be continuous that builds upon the previous week.  Jean really is a leader for her

team of CLC Specialists and supports them with their needs.  She is a wonderful communicator and has the pertinent background to

assist them in program assessment. 

 

·	consistency with the students over a semester or longer; students begin to think of the Nature Center as their special place, getting to

know the students individually – this allow our staff to build on the knowledge the students already have

·	having CLC staff accompany the students

·	weekly routines

·	programmatic themes

·	staff continuity

 

What support do you provide to the partnership?

Throughout our partnership we have provided technical support, developing CLC-specific curricula, provided funding in a variety of

ways – program costs so that we can keep the costs lower than normally possible, supply costs, transportation funding, and training.

We don’t have all these financial incentives at all times, but we are continually looking for ways to assist, both monetarily and

programmatically.  We provide assessment reports that assist in determining any new directions we may want to go.

·	quality programs that are a nice complement to the school programs

·	experienced, knowledgable staff

·	excellent “outdoor” role models

·	flexible programs
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·	programs adapted to the club and to each child – we are able to do this as the long-term aspect to our partnership allows our staff to

get to know the children, learning their strengths and areas that need assistance

 

What are the challenges and how you have overcome them?

Some of the challenges include funding, funding, funding.  Another wonderful challenge that we can easily address is that we need to

expand our program topics because we are getting kids returning year after year.  We are currently expanding our working on and are

excited to do!

 

·	Funding, funding, funding!

·	Transportation reliabiltiy

·	short timeframe daily

·	special needs of the children -- including ADHS, wheelchair bound, autism, and other special needs.

·	Diversity of knowledge and writing ability of the children (our assessment tools has assisted us in overcoming these initial concerns –

they provide a variety of expressions)

 

One of our groups had 3 special needs children who all required special individualized assistance when in the classroom.  Working

with the CLC, my staff was able to secure assistance from the district.  Each of the children soon was accompanied by a trained aide to

deal with the specific needs of the children.

 

Providing varied activities at the same time is one strategy that works well so that children who are at different levels can be addressed

with different simultaneous activities.  This works best when we have more than 10 children and more than 2 staff people.  Since we

offer a 1:10 ratio of staff:student, this is usually pretty easy to do. 

 

 

How has the partnership impacted working with the day school staff/principal?

We have more teachers who are aware of our programs because of their students’ involvement.  It has increased our visibility among

the staff and principals and, in addition our credibility as quality program providers.
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THE CHALLENGES AND SUCCESSES OF CLC PARTNERSHIPS

 

Madison Metropolitan School District/MSCR

Jean Gascho

Community Learning Center Supervisor

 

 

Desired Characteristics of a Community Service Provider Partner

·	Has a history of working with youth

·	Has developed quality curriculum or lesson plans

·	Provides programming during afterschool or summer hours

·	Offers hands-on experiences

·	Provides trained experienced reliable staff

·	Provides year round ongoing programming

·	Provides in kind resources IE staffing, supplies, transportation, etc.

·	Is willing to integrate math and reading activities into their activities

·	Is willing to write the CLC program into grant proposals - requesting funding for staffing, supplies, transportation etc.

 

 

 

 

How Partnerships with Community Service Providers Benefit the CLC

·	Diversifies the CLC program

·	Reduces recruitment of staff and hiring paperwork (provider usually recruits and hires staff)

·	Provides trained staff who have expertise in a content area

·	Reduces the CLC's need to develop curriculum and lesson plans

·	Provides consistent programming and staffing
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·	Provides programming outside the school (space is always an issue)

·	Provides children with awareness of community resources that can be accessed by families

·	Helps with sustainability through in kind services

 

 

Challenges of working with community partners

·	Finding partners who can consistently contribute in kind services

·	Finding partners who can provide year-long ongoing programming

·	Providers who are able to provide services for early release sites at 2:30

·	Community providers' staff lack of ability to manage student behavior

·	Communication (We invite service providers to our staff meetings to present proposals as well as to receive feedback on past year

experiences)
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Partnership Impact  with Day Staff
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http://www.uwex.ces.edu

 

608 224 3714

 

scott.lesly@co.dane.wi.us

[ Text Slide C ]
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Web Slide: http://www.uwex.ces.edu

[ Web Slide A ]

http://www.uwex.ces.edu
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Partnership in a Rural Community
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After School Time Partnership
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Other Partnership Activities:
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Successful Partnering
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Howe Elementary School's 21st Century Afterschool Program
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Brief History
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Brief Description of Program Today
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Keys to Success Continued
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Appleton Area School District
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A Sharing slide

[ Share A ]
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Questions  ????
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http://www1.uwex.edu
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Web Slide: http://www1.uwex.edu

[ Web Slide B ]

http://www1.uwex.edu
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Steps to Successful Partnership Development
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Steps to Successful Partnership Development
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Partnership Portfolio - Parsons
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Portfolio Contents
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COMPLEMENTARY RESOURCE MATERIALS 
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